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Mixed-Reality Robotic Games: Design
Guidelines for Effective Entertainment with

Consumer Robots
F. Gabriele Pratticò, and Fabrizio Lamberti

Politecnico di Torino, Dipartimento di Automatica e Informatica, Torino, Italy

Abstract—In recent years, there has been an in-

creasing interest in the use of robotic technology

at home. A number of service robots appeared on

the market, supporting customers in the execution of

everyday tasks. Roughly at the same time, consumer-

level robots started to be used also as toys or gaming

companions. However, gaming possibilities provided

by current off-the-shelf robotic products are gener-

ally quite limited, and this fact makes them quickly

loose their attractiveness. A way that has been proven

capable to boost robotic gaming and related devices

consists in creating playful experiences in which

physical and digital elements are combined together

using Mixed Reality technologies. However, these

games differ significantly from digital- or physical-

only experiences, and new design principles are

required to support developers in their creative work.

This papers addresses such need, by drafting a set

of guidelines which summarize developments carried

out by the research community and their findings.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the form of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
products, robots are getting ever more common-
place in our lives. Service robots (vacuum cleaners,
lawnmowers, etc.) and toy robots, in particular,
constitute today a key market for consumer elec-
tronics (CE) [1]. While technology is attaining
maturity and the economic relevance of the sector
is growing, industry and academy are dedicating
significant efforts in improving Human-Robot Inter-
action (HRI) with the aim to encourage acceptance
of this technology and stimulate adoption.

One of the emerging trends pertaining to robotics
and CE is their application to gaming. A great
variety of game scenarios built onto robots exist
already, from drone races to robotic pets and home
toy mates, to name a few. The increasing diffusion

of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques could also
make these systems more smart and flexible.

Notwithstanding, as of today, the most common
use of these robots is through teleoperation. The
constrained application scenarios provided out-of-
the-box and the frequently unsatisfactory HRI pat-
terns often make these experiences quickly lose
their attractiveness. Hence, giving CE robots origi-
nally meant for a specific application a “new life”
is regarded as essential to stimulate the interest
towards this new form of entertainment and, conse-
quently, towards the market of consumer robotics.

To cope with this challenge, several directions
have been explored. One of the most promising ap-
proaches pursued so far takes advantage of another
fast-growing field in CE: Mixed Reality (MR).
Nowadays, thanks to the advancements in electron-
ics and the growing interest in consumer-grade aug-
mented reality (AR), MR solutions are becoming
widespread [2], [3]. MR applications usually exploit
AR displays to present digital contents to the users,
but differ from pure AR applications in that con-
tents are “contextualized” in the real environment
(Fig. 6a): the goal is, in fact, to blend the border
of what is real and what is not. A concern about
interaction in MR is thus about how to provide
interfaces capable to preserve this illusion and the
sense of presence. Nowadays, MR interaction is
moving from point-click paradigms to immersive
interfaces based on body and hand gestures. In
such a scenario, the intrinsically dualistic nature
(physical and digital) of robots is a perfect match
for the mix of these two “big things” in CE, as they
largely complement each other.

Many studies were indeed performed in the last
decade focusing on the development of games that
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Examples of a) Mixed Reality (MR) (Theoriz – CC
BY 3.0) and b) Physically Interactive Robotic Game (PIRG)
[6] experiences, where the digital and the physical components
may be predominant, respectively: in a MR-based Robotic
Game (MRRG), these two features are combined together.

include a mixture of physical and digital elements
by leveraging MR, giving birth to the concept
of “phygital play” [4]. This form of player-game
interaction was investigated also in game scenar-
ios involving robots, which led to the appearance
of so-called Physically Interactive Robotic Games
(PIRGs) [5], [6]. While, generally speaking, in
phygital play scenarios the MR component is not
strictly required, it is also true that in some cases
such aspect can overshadow the physical one, which
may be limited, e.g., to the use of natural interfaces
(NIs). In PIRGs, on the contrary, tight requirements
are generally set on the physical part, due to the use
of robotic elements; however, MR augmentation is
not strictly necessary (Fig. 1b).

This work focuses on MR-based Robotic Games
(MRRGs), where both robots and MR play a central
role, thus setting new challenges for game develop-
ers. Despite common elements shared by the above
applications, key differences between them could
make the guidelines proposed for designing PIRGs
[5] and phygital play experiences not effective, or
even counterproductive, when applied to MRRGs.
Similar considerations apply to common tools and
principles for the design of conventional games
(digital or not) [7], which might need to be extended
to deal with the specificities of MRRGs.

Even though MRRGs have a great engagement
and entertainment potential, it is not straightforward
to extract it. It is not uncommon, to design and
implement an MRRG and then find out that it is
equally, or even more, fun to play without a robot
or the MR component. A fair number of works ad-
dressed already the challenges associated with the

creation of MRRGs from the technological point of
view, by developing solutions for reusable and cost-
effective setups based on many CE technologies
[8]–[10]. However, there is still a lack of structured
assumptions and design principles to rely onto for
building effective MRRGs: taking an existing MR
game and trying to fit the robot to it, or viceversa,
generally does not work as expected.

By summarizing findings from research activities
carried out at Politecnico di Torino in the last five
years and combining them with results reported in
the literature about HRI, this paper aims to provide
a summary of design guidelines that should be
considered for the making of engaging MRRGs.

II. MRRG DEFINITION AND CHALLENGES

Below, we will first give a definition for MRRGs.
Then, we will introduce key design challenges and
the approach pursued to draft our guidelines.

A. Definition of MRRGs
A MRRG is “a game in which at least one

human being and one robot interact in a shared MR
environment”. No restrictions are set on the robot
control scheme (autonomous or teleoperated).

In principle, any programmable robot is eligi-
ble to be used in a MRRG. The most common
in literature are CE robots (in particular toy and
service robots), but it is certainly possible to de-
sign a MRRG leveraging, e.g., industrial robots
(manipulators, mobile platforms, etc.). Indeed, as
it will be shown later, there are particular cate-
gories of robots, with specific sensing and actuation
capabilities, which shall be preferred (like mobile
ones). Thus, it should not be surprising that a game
designed for a given robot (or class of robots) is not
effective when played, if feasible, with another one.

Similarly, the MR environment is intended in the
broad sense, with digital, AR-based contents that
can be delivered to the player(s) by employing any
kind of setups (head-worn, hand-held, or spatial,
i.e., using projection). Certainly, as per definition
of MR, the digital contents must be “aware” of the
physical environment, and respond to interactions.
Regarding target audience, works in the literature
mostly focused on children, teenagers, and elderly
people; there is also a large amount of studies
that targeted people with specific diseases (Autism,
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Alzheimer, etc.) with so-called “games with a pur-
pose”. However, this age categorization could be
biased by the fact that, as said, many works dealt
with aspects pertaining technology rather than HRI
or user experience (UX); thus, validations were
often performed with subjects who did not match
the actual end-users. Hence, for defining the target
audience of MMRGs it is safer to apply classical
Game Design (GD) principles [7], not expecting,
e.g., that a game designed for a given user category
provides the same fun to a different category.

B. Challenges in the Design of MRRGs
Since these games appeared to have lots in

common with PIRGs, the approach pursued in the
studies conducted so far has been to build upon that
solid basis, and apply the GD guidelines given for
PIRGs [5] (together with classical GD principles)
to the creation of several MRRGs, evaluating the
impact on the UX and on the robot role as perceived
from the player’s perspective. However, there are
many challenges that are specific of MR-based
games leveraging CE robots.

1) Identifying Challenges in MRRGs: To pin-
point key challenges, we conducted a literature
review. We searched two databases, namely IEEE
Xplore and the ACM Digital Library, since they
include many works on robotics, Human-Machine
Interaction (HMI) and MR. Moreover, sources like,
e.g., the Journal of Social Robotics or Interaction
Studies were added to consider also social aspects.
The search string “robot* AND (gam* OR experi-
ence?) AND (mixed?reality OR augmented?reality
OR mr OR ar))” was used on titles. The cumulative
number of unique works found was 38. Then, a
broader query with the same string was performed
on metadata, and the result set including more than
hundred papers was refined by considering works
published in the last 15 years having in the abstract
terms like evaluation, comparison, guideline, UX,
challenge, and assessment. This filtering allowed
us to identify the most relevant works addressing
MMRG-related aspects from the perspective of HRI
[11]. We clustered them based on the tackled study
dimensions and reported findings, and the most
representative ones were cited in the paper.

2) Robot Irreplaceability Factor: Regardless of
the particular technology used, there is a threat that

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Replacing a) the physical robot of a MRRG [12]
(lighted ball) with b) a virtual replica (the projected ghost
trying to catch the gold nugget).

any designer should be aware of while creating
a MRRG which is truly specific for these experi-
ences: how to promote and exploit the fact of having
a real robot instead of a digital replica of it.

Ironically, this subject has been actually covered
in the literature from the opposite perspective.
There are a decent amount of studies that focused
on how to effectively replace the real (possibly
robotic) elements barely altering the UX. However,
in MRRGs, replacing the robot with a virtual agent
(VA) would immediately destroy the essence of the
phygital play experience, collapsing the design in
the broader category of MR-only games, without
robots (Fig. 2) [12]. This situation is expected
to worsen with advancements in MR technology,
which will make the creation of realistic and believ-
able holograms easily available at consumer level.

In our experience, the solution to this problem
is, simplistically, to put the robot at the centre of
the interaction. This is actually not a real action to
perform: it should be interpreted more as a good
result of a well-designed MRRG, and could be
regarded as an indicator of the fact that the physical
robot is worth to be exploited in the game.

To refer to this unique challenge of MRRGs, we
introduce a so-called Robot Irreplaceability Factor
(RIF), which could be measured, e.g., on a 1–5
scale: 1) robot entirely replaceable by a VA; 2) VA
has key advantages, but robot could be enjoyable;
3) neither robot nor VA have clear advantages over
the other; 4) robot has key advantages, but a VA
would suffice; 5) robot irreplaceable by VA.

In the following, we will present several RIF-
driven GD guidelines which, in reviewed experi-
ences, showed to be capable to boost this factor and,
thus, should help to create more effective MMRGs
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(expressing expected impact on the above scale).

C. Pivoting on the Robot Role
In principle, many strategies could be pursued

to design a MRRG, like, e.g., devising a game
concept, then searching for robots that could work
for it. To lay out our guidelines we pinpointed
in advance the robot role, since this choice shall
empirically lead to more general design principles
and was proven to be less prone to the creation
of dependencies among the various design dimen-
sions. In a MRRG, the robot can act matching the
roles reported in the following (Fig. 3).

• Adversary (ADV): the robot behaves as an
antagonist (opponent) for the human player.
The winning condition for the robot must be
in contrast with the player’s one. Although this
is the most intuitive role to assign to a robot
in a MRRG, from the perspective of RIF it is
the most though one. Evidences show that the
RIF and the engagement of a game with ADV
robot depend on the identification of a balance
among the various game elements rather than
on the adoption of specific principles, and
are strictly related to the kind of robot and
capabilities involved [12].

• Buddy (BD): the robot and the player have a
shared winning condition; however, they could
have different goals and follow different rules.
One of the best ways to maximize the RIF
in this case seems to provide the robot with
skills complementary to those of the human
which can be regarded as “superhuman”. The
optimal condition is obtained when these skills
are enabled by native capabilities of the robot
[12], [13]: for instance, if a robot is equipped
with a thermal camera, exploiting it in a game
with a BD robot could increase the RIF more
than “emulating” it with sintetic MR contents.

• Rule Keeper (RK): the robot is responsible to
enforce game rules against the other agents
(humans or robots). It is like some of the
features of the game are transferred, better,
embodied in the robot. There are many special-
izations of this role, such as, the referee or all-
knowing wise-man [14], the game master [15],
etc. This is a very effective role in MRRGs,
as it is suitable also for robots with limited

capabilities (e.g., static robots), and can foster
the perception of robots as intelligent agents.

It is worth noting that some roles fit specific
MRRG applications better than others. For instance,
in games designed to develop social and inter-
action skills, it may be preferable to select the
BD rather than the ADV role, with the aim to
build an emotional bond between the human player
and the robot. In games with training purposes, a
good option would be the RK, as players seem to
appreciate the feedback received from a robot better
than that coming from a human instructor [16].

III. DESIGN GUIDELINES

Below, we discussed the MRRG design dimen-
sions that, based on current literature, could have an
impact on the RIF. Other guidelines inherited from
classical GD principles or PIRGs [5] possibly valid
also for MRRGs (the ability of a robot to express
emotions, the role of timing, the K.I.S.S. and the
R3, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle principles, etc.) but
with no influence on the RIF, are not reported.

A. Player-Robot Interaction Pattern

A first aspect to consider in designing MRRGs
is the selection of a player-robot interaction pattern
(IP). In conventional games, this is defined as “the
structure of interaction between a player, the game
system, and any other players” [7].

In digital games, two main IP categories are
defined: competitive and cooperative. Each cat-
egory can be further organized in several sub-
patterns: player vs game (the most common in
digital games), player vs player, multiple players as
individual vs game, team competition, multilateral
competition (like, e.g., in poker), etc.

It important to stress the difference between robot
roles and the concept of IP. In fact, it is possible to
design different games maintaining the same IP and
changing the robot role. For instance, considering
one player and one robot, it is possible to have
an IP where the player is competing against the
game system and the robot assumes either the role
of BD or ADV (competitive players vs game). In
both cases, the robot role would be considered as
part of the game mechanics, without altering the
resulting IP. Another (more complex) example of
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that handles the communications with the back-end, and a set 
of high-level scripts that facilitate interaction between physical 
and virtual elements. This is achieved by creating a virtual 
replica of the physical world, or at least of the main actors 
participating in the game. In other words, every physical 
element of the game (i.e., robot and human players) has a 
virtual counterpart, which mimics the movement of the 
physical entity using tracking data from the robot tracking or 
the people tracking modules. The game engine is thus able to 
simulate interactions between the game elements, creating the 
illusion that the physical world can affect the digital one, and 
vice versa. Moreover, any robot in the game features an 
additional virtual counterpart, which represents its target 
destination. By moving this object in the virtual world, the 
back-end controller moves the robot in the real world, closing 
the loop. Finally, the library offers various utility features, 
such as tracking area configuration, robot movement 
scheduling, etc. 45 

C. Game Implementation 
The game implemented for testing the system is a simple 

shooting game featuring two characters that move only in one 
direction: one drops bombs from the top of the gaming area 
(the bomber), the other tries to avoid them (the runner). The 
game is configurable along multiple dimensions: characters’ 
avatar (whether its representation is virtual or robotic), avatar 
control (AI, or human), control interface (body tracking or 
robot’s native, which for the selected robot runs on a mobile 
device), and player’s role. The goal is to survive as long as 
possible (when playing the role of the runner), or to hit the 
runner as quickly as possible (if playing the role of the 
bomber). As time passes, the game logic makes AI-controlled 
characters smarter (for instance, the bomber becomes faster 
and more precise). One of the possible configurations is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. In this case, the player is controlling the 
virtual avatar close to his feet (runner) by means of body 
movements. The robot (bomber) is controlled by the game AI. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Gameplay for a configurations where the player is using his body to 
move the virtual avatar, whereas the game AI is controlling the robot. 

 
3 http://unity3d.com/ 
4 http://wiki.ros.org/rosbridge_suite 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Several preliminary experimental tests were carried out to 
study the effectiveness of the proposed design and get insights 
about user experience, which could be possibly exploited to 
drive the development of next-generation AR-based robotic 
gaming solutions. In particular, the focus of the analysis was 
on the added value provided by the presence of the robot 
(anticipated already by previous studies, but in different 
settings [2]), on the suitability of the considered interaction 
mechanisms (specifically, on advantages that were expected to 
be linked with the adoption of a body tracking-based natural 
interface compared to traditional ones), as well as on players’ 
preference about the character controlled and the role played. 

Out of all the possible configurations that can be set up in 
the implemented gaming environment, three of them were 
regarded as more interesting, being capable, in principle, to 
shed some light on all of the above aspects: (a) body-
controlled virtual runner with AI-controlled robot bomber, (b) 
body-controlled robot bomber with AI-controlled runner, and 
(c) mobile device-controlled robot bomber with AI-controlled 
runner (in this case, the native app of the selected robot is 
used, which allowed the player to move the robot left and right 
by means of a slider or the gyro sensors of a handheld device).  

Configurations above were analyzed through a user study 
that involved 17 volunteers (13 males and 4 females, 30-year 
old, on average) selected among MS students at our university. 

Volunteers were asked to fill in a pre-test questionnaire 
aimed to assess their prior experience with interfaces different 
than mouse and keyboard, video games and service robots.  

After the pre-test, they were invited to play the game in one 
of the three configurations (without any specific training). 
Configurations were selected in a random order to avoid bias. 
For each test, playing time and number of commands issued to 
move either the virtual character or the robot were recorded. 
Data collected are reported in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

AVERAGE TIME AND NUMBER OF COMMANDS FOR EACH CONFIGURATION 

Configuration Time (s) Number of comm. 
(a) Body-control. virtual runner 59.1 15.6 
(b) Body-control. robot bomber 42.4 17.6 
(c) Mob. dev.-control. robot bomber 39.1 16.6 

 
After the test, users were delivered a questionnaire based on 

Nielsen’s Attributes of Usability [19] and SASSI metrics [20]. 
With the former tool, lernability, efficiency, memorability, 
(impact of) errors and satisfaction were measured. With the 
latter tool, complementary aspects about user interaction were 
evaluated, like system response accuracy, likeability, cognitive 
demand, annoyance, habitability and speed. Answers provided 
to questions in the two tools were collected in a 0 to 4 scale. 
Results are reported in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. 

The after-test questionnaire included a question that asked 
volunteers to say how much was the robot important in their 
opinion to make the game appealing (in 0 to 4 scale). Average 
rate was quite high, equal to 2.9 (standard deviation 1.1). 
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(b)

Fig. 3. Player-robot interaction patterns: a) rule keeper-based
MRRG with educational purposes where the robot is in charge
of asking questions on the Solar System and checking answers
given by children with contactless cards; b) MRRG in which
the robot is an adversary and shoots at the player [10].

IP could be that of a game with a player and three
robots, where each robot assumes a different role:
a robot could be the game master (RK) enforcing
the rules in a team formed by a player and a BD
robot which compete against an ADV robot.

The IP dimension should nonetheless be con-
sidered as tightly bonded to the game interaction
modality: real-time (RT) or turn-based (TB). In RT
games, players (and robots) interact simultaneously,
whereas in TB games the interaction of the agents
is regulated by turns (like, e.g., in chess).

A combination of IP and roles that, based on
works like, e.g. [14], seems to provide the highest
RIF (4/5) is represented by competitive multiplayer
games involving human players (either singles or
teamed) and a robot in the RK role. With this con-
figuration, the modality to choose for maximizing
the RIF is the TB one. It is, of course, possible to
design a RT game with that configuration, but the
RIF would be affected by the robot movement ca-
pabilities (Section III-E). The single-player version
of this IP (one player vs the game) proved to be
effective too, both with a robot as BD [17] and RK
[14]. The ADV role is the more delicate to fit in
an effective IP, since the RIF is affected by many
factors in this case (Sections III-G and III-E). In
other words, there is no preferred IP for this role.

B. Robot Control
Among the possible design dimensions, the im-

portance of the way the robot is controlled is gen-
erally underestimated. As said, the most common
way of interacting with robots in games, at least in
commercial solutions, is teleoperation (i.e., direct

control). However, in MRRGs (and other applica-
tions as well), this control mode was proven to be
the least effective way to foster the RIF compared,
e.g., to autonomous behaviors (AI control) but also
to approaches based, e.g., on Wizard of Oz (WoOz)
techniques (in which the robot is directly controlled
by another player who, however, is not considered
as an agent in the IP, but just as the robot “brain”).

1) Considerations for ADV: In particular, based
on [12] (where several ways to control the robot
in different roles were analyzed by measuring the
impact on player’s perception), it is suggested to
avoid the direct control of the robot in case it is
playing the ADV role. For this role, it is suggested
to empower the robot with an AI, or alternatively,
use the WoOz approach. In the latter case, as
demonstrated in [18], players perceive the robot
as more intelligent, alive and lifelike if they are
unaware that it is controlled by another human and,
according to [19], they also change their behavior.

2) Considerations for BD: The direct control is
acceptable, but it is suggested to restrict that kind of
interaction to limited periods of the gameplay or to
a limited set of commands that can be triggered in
addition to the AI- or WoOz-controlled ones [13].
For instance, the player could be provided with the
ability to turn a given capability of the robot on
and off (e.g., the thermal camera mentioned in a
previous example), but the other behaviors should
be controlled by an AI.

3) Considerations for RK: The only control
mode that makes sense for that role is the AI-based
one (WoZ can be used for prototyping), as this
role generally involves behaviors that can be fully
automated without any support by the human [20].

C. Player Control and Interactions
As it will be discussed in detail in Section III-G,

to interact with the digital elements of the game the
player is provided with a digital counterpart of it
(not strictly an avatar), which is not necessarily dis-
played during the game. Thus, the player interacts
with the game physically, as well as controlling its
digital counterpart. The various ways to implement
this control have a role in maximizing the RIF.

Generally speaking, in MRRGs the use of con-
ventional gaming devices, such as gamepads, joy-
sticks, etc. is discouraged. The most effective con-
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trol method appears to be represented by gestures
and movements, in general, preferably performed
using the entire body (or parts of it) [6], [10]
and possibly combined with other NIs (like voice,
gaze, etc.) [12], [14]. When the virtual counterpart
matches exactly the player’s body, the sense of
presence and embodiment are maximized (Fig. 3a).

Another common way of interacting with the
game is by exploiting tangible interfaces (TIs)
[13], [14] or other physical accessories [6]. This
interaction method proved to be very engaging,
especially in case of table-top setups [9], [14]. In
some cases, the robot is used as a TI itself [9]: this
approach should be adopted only when that robot is
not the only robotic element in the game, otherwise
it would be considered by the player just as a fancy
controller, reducing the RIF (2/3).

D. Agent’s Position and Game Spaces
The player’s position in, or w.r.t., the player

space, the robot space, the MR space and the play
space is a crucial aspect of a MRRG design. The
player and robot spaces (or agent spaces) are the
physical spaces where the human player(s) and the
robot(s), respectively, are allowed/programmed to
move during the experience. The MR space (MRS)
is the bounding area/volume in which the MR
system is able to provide the visual augmentation.
For display technologies with a limited field of view
(FOV), like head-worn or handheld AR devices, this
space is considered as not bounded by the FOV. The
play space is the total physical space available for
the experience, and its lower-bound is the union
of the other three spaces. Examples of different
configurations/combinations are given in Fig. 4.

As investigated in [12] and [21], agent spaces
and MRS can match, overlap or be totally disjoint.
In IPs that include multiplayer interactions, the
organization of player spaces could follow the same
approach (delimited space, or shared space). When
the player uses the body to interact (though not
only in this case), the choice maximizing the RIF
is to have a shared space among all the agents or a
significant overlap between their spaces. However,
this is not sufficient to guarantee a RIF higher than
3. To reach 4 or 5, the relation between the MRS
and the agent spaces needs to be considered. In
particular, the MRS should not match or contain a

Fig. 4. Example of game spaces in a MMRG setup using a
headworn MR display, two mobile robots and several physical
props (or TIs). Spaces are marked blue for player, green for
MR and red for robots. Play space is represented by the room.

whole agent space. In fact, a great RIF boosting
factor is represented by the possibility for an agent
to make “incursions” in that space. The MRS could
(actually, should) be manipulated by designers con-
sidering the technological boundaries of MRS as
an upper-bound. The dynamic manipulation of its
location, size and shape during gameplay could be
considered too, but it should be carefully designed
to provide clear and appropriate feedback to all the
players involved in order to avoid confusion.

E. Robot Movement and Interactions
Even though, as said, MRRGs does not prescribe

the use of a specific kind of robots, designers should
be aware that robots that can move in space (known
as mobile robots) can lead to more engaging expe-
riences compared to robots without this capability.
This is due to the fact that the number of degrees
of freedom (DOFs), the movement style and the
usage of space have been shown to be key factors
to consider with the aim to maximize the RIF.

In the following, we consider these capabilities
not as upper-bounded by the robot hardware of
the actual robot (which, of course, is something
to manage), but rather by how they are exploited
in the designed game (i.e., as they are seen from
the player’s perspective): for instance, if the robot
is capable of two translational DOFs but in the
game, it is moving just along a line, then it will
be accounted as 1DOF. Basically, according to the
literature, the more the DOFs used in the game,
the better the RIF; moreover, translational DOFs
are more important than rotational ones [8], [12].

Concerning movement style, this is a broad way
to refer to concepts like, e.g., trajectory planning,
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holonomicity, movement speed and control accu-
racy as just the final effect that the player ex-
periences during the game [22]. For instance, the
usual practice of making robots follow lines [13], a
curved line helps in improving the RIF more than
a broken line, because the robot tends to appear
as more lifelike. However, perfectly following a
curved line was shown to lower down the RIF
compared to following a broken line in an imper-
fect, but the smooth, way (for the same reason).
Although it may be considered as counter-intuitive,
the imperfection of control is actually a boosting
factor for the RIF (4/5), because it promotes the
sense of life-likeness in the robot [23], and may be
difficult or demanding to reproduce faithfully in a
VA. Nevertheless, dealing with a robot that is not
able to reach, e.g., a target with sufficient accuracy,
may not be always possible: in these cases, adding
some “apparent” entropy without sacrificing safety
shall be preferred to perfect control (Fig. 5a).
Similar considerations hold also for speed, with the
further caveat that choices made shall preserve the
player’s engagement (Fig. 5b).

As said, robot’s movements determine its space,
which needs to be balanced with robot’s size, DOFs
and speed. They also determine relations with other
spaces, which can affect the RIF. Consider, e.g.,
a robot space overlapped with the other spaces in
a TB game: if the robot uses its exclusive area
only during its pause turn, then, from the GD
perspective, its space can be regarded as collapsed
in the intersection among spaces (to be avoided). In
fact, robot incursions in other spaces, especially in
the MRS, are particularly effective in increasing the
RIF (up to 5) if aimed to enable interactions with
the environment (e.g., to alter it [24]). Interaction
can be both with digital and physical elements (not
surprisingly, some toy robots are bundled already
with various TIs [14]). Physical interaction between
human players and robots should be promoted too,
taking care of safety aspects.

Focusing on the robot role, the less sensitive to
the above factors is the RK, especially if supported
by an IP based on a TB modality: in this case,
even a robot with 1DOF and a small area could be
good enough for a satisfactory RIF (4) [14]. For
the BD role, it is suggested to have at least two
translational DOFs, and it is acceptable to have a

(a)

platform should be completed by providing, other than the 
input and output pipelines, libraries for the most common 
game engines. These libraries should encapsulate the 
RosBridge protocol stack, allowing communication with Ros, 
and provide high-level concepts such as rigid bodies that are 
moved by the player's or robot's position input. 

 
Figure 3. Output pipeline diagram. 

One last aspect that has been considered during the design 
process is the possibility of connecting multiple systems 
through a network. This would enable many different types of 
interaction, such as two users playing against each other from 
different places (both using the same system) as in the case of 
PlayTogether [6], or a user interacting with the game through 
a tablet or smartphone interface while another one is playing. 
The system should be able to handle input coming from the 
network transparently and, similarly, to output the relevant 
data to the network when necessary. The transparent input 
process is easily handled by adding a network proxy node to 
the system, as shown in Figure 2. This node would receive 
data from the network, convert it to the proper format and 
inject it into the local system as if it were coming from a 
sensor. The high-level components would thus see this 
information coming from the input pipeline as if it were 
produced locally. This would allow interaction through the 
network even with applications that are not network-aware. 
On the other hand, in order to send locally produced data to a 
remote peer, the application must be aware of the possibility 
and activate it explicitly. To this end, another network node 
should be developed, which would provide the possibility of 
registering certain data streams to be sent to a remote peer as 
well. 

Finally, in order to have consistency between local and 
remote data, an initial parameter negotiation phase has to 
occur between the peers. In particular, during this step, the 
systems should establish a shared coordinate system, which 
could be the intersection of the single coordinate systems used 
by the peers. This would ensure that only one COS is being 
used by all peers (thus expressing all positional data with the 
same reference frame), and that all playable and unplayable 
areas are accounted for (so that, for instance, a player could 
not move a robot or projection to an area that is unreachable 
by another player, perhaps because it is blocked by an 
obstacle).  

B. Robots 
The Cloud Robotics Platform allows to instantiate the 

correct drivers for a multitude of robots, which can be mainly 
of two types: DIY with an open architecture, such as Arduino 
robots [17], or commercial products, such as Roomba or 
Sphero. This choice depends on the willingness to make the 
system versatile, adaptable and scalable. 

C. Cloud Robotics Platform 
The Cloud Robotics Platform implements custom 

protocols in order to connect the different kind of robots to the 
corresponding containers residing in virtual machines [12]. 
This solution allows access to the game platform without the 
need of a dedicated console, such as a Play Station or an Xbox, 
which would make it fixed in a certain environment. 
Furthermore, the choice to move the service logic to the cloud 
makes this solution extensible, upgradable and open to future 
developments. 

VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The proposed system has been partially implemented and 
Figure 4 shows the current setup running with a sample game. 
Player position is obtained by using the OpenPTrack library 
[19]. Robot position is currently tracked using a marker 
tracking library, but a more robust and versatile solution is 
being developed. Sample games are being developed with the 
Unity game engine [20]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Phygital game system: first setup. On the left: projected playground 
with robot; on the right: depth-aware camera mounted on higher level. 

A small RosBridge client library is being developed for 
Unity, along with the high-level concepts discussed 
previously. The main difficulties, at the moment, are 
automated system calibration and correct scaling. Currently, 
the system is being calibrated by projecting a checkerboard 
pattern, detecting its corners and calculating the offset for the 
bottom-left corner of the projection. That point becomes the 
origin of the global COS. The real-world size of the projection 
(needed to scale items correctly) is still measured by hand, but 
an automated procedure is being developed as well. The issue 
of correct scaling relates to the real-world size of virtual 
elements. Since the games will be dealing with physical 
entities, such as robots, the size of their virtual counterparts 
must match exactly their real-world size. This implies that 

��

(b)

Fig. 5. Robot movement: a) MRRG where the “limitations” of
a spherical robot in terms of motion control where exploited to
recreate the natural movement of ball in a balance board game
[26]; b) poor interactivity caused by the use of a slow, vacuum
cleaner robot in an Arkanoid-style game [10].

robot space disjoint from the player one. The most
demanding role is the ADV one, where all the above
cues should be considered, whenever possible.

F. Spatialized Audio and Voice Interaction
A more than nice-to-have robot feature to use

in a MRRG is the capability to reproduce sounds
(Fig. 6). In fact, spatialized 3D audio is demon-
strated to enhance significantly the immersion and
enjoyability in MR experiences. However, there are
still technological challenges and setup constraints
associated with the use of real-time, immersive
audio. Thus, as shown in [8], having a robot that
emits sounds while moving in the space can largely
increase the RIF (5), since it can be easily localized
by the player even when it is out of its FOV.

Voice interaction was explored as well [14], [25].
For the BD and the RK roles, it could improve the
RIF, whereas in the case of the ADV it would not
have a clear impact. It is worth stressing that voice
interaction must be carefully designed, as it should
be entangled to the emotional features of the robot.

G. MR Contents
Besides sounds, another crucial choice to make

while designing a MRRG concerns (visual) con-
tents to be delivered to the player via MR aug-
mentation. Providing few augmented contents could
improve the RIF, but would dramatically diminish
the usefulness of MR. On the other hand, too many
augmented contents would be harmful for the RIF.

As a general rule of thumb, the designer should
take advantage of the MR setup only (or mostly) to
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the gaming system.

nearby of the projector it was mounted a Microsoft Kinect
v2, with the same orientation. For this specific setup, just the
1920 × 1080 pixels, 30fps RGB camera of the latter device
was used to track the position of the cubes in the play area. In
fact, the quality of Cozmo’s built-in tracking functionality is
strictly constrained by the fact that the cube needs to be seen
by the robot. Thus, it was preferred to implement an external
outside-in tracking system for the cubes. On each cube it was
attached a green colored 3× 3 cm carboard, which was used
to easily locate the cube in the play area using well-known
computer vision techniques (color range thresholding, open-
ing, shape detection). A calibration phase (performed before
the game starts) was required to synchronize the Cozmo’s
internal coordinate system with the coordinate system used
by the external tracking and by the projection, computing
the required transformation matrices. Due to the unreliability
of the accelerometer data provided by the event-based SDK
of the robot, the sensor fusion option was excluded. These
data were reliable enough, indeed, to be exploited by the ges-
ture recognition module. Voice feedback was provided (when
requested) using the text-to-speech (TTS) capabilities of the
SDK in English language. The game logic and graphics were
implemented using the well-known Unity game engine, and
were deployed to a Windows application running on the PC.
The gesture detection module, the tracking (TUI Tracking) and
the robot control logic were instead implemented in another
Python application, accessing the functionalities provided by
the Cozmo’s SDK. The inter-process communication (IPC)
was implemented through sockets. The cubes and Cozmo
communicate using a WiFi network hosted by the robot. The
SDK, actually, requires a runtime in execution on an Android
(or iOS) device, which has to be connected to the PC running
the applications through USB cable and of course to the
Cozmo’s WiFi network. In this way, the smartphone acts as a
communication interface between the PC and the robot with
the TUI.

Fig. 4. Setup of the gaming system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents an discusses the results of a prelimi-
nary user study that was carried out by using the devised game
to evaluate the influence of the different set of gestures on the
user’s perception of the game experience and relation with the
robot.

In particular, the main expectations of the user study was
the validation of the following experimental hypothesis:

• H1: The use of alternative gestures for interacting with
game elements makes the users feel different levels of
control over the game;

• H2: The use of alternative gestures influences the user’s
perception of the game experience;

• H3: The use of alternative gestures does not influence
how the player perceives the presence of the robot and
its role in the game.

The population of the study included 20 volunteers (13
males and 7 females) aged between 20 and 29 y.o. (µ =
23.35,σ = 3.34), selected among university students. Volun-
teers were randomly coupled, and each couple was requested
to play all the three variants of the game; the order in
which the three variants were played was randomized with
the aim to reduce possible learning effects. When the variant
was changed, the players were also requested to switch their
positions. For each variant, a game was considered as valid
if both players had performed at least one time both Action
1 and Action 2. No constraint was given about a minimum
round to reach (or, in other words, a minimum length of the
sequence of colors to remember), which was anyway quite
high (µ = 6.3,σ = 1.4)

Before the experience, all the players were asked to re-
spond to a pre-test questionnaire designed to investigate their
previous knowledge and expertise with technologies related to
those used in the game. According to information collected,
volunteers were particularly used to play video-games; in
particular, 63.2% of them said to play video-games regularly

(b)

Fig. 6. Audio and voice interaction: a) MRRG game used
for vestibular disorders rehabilitation, in which the robot is
driving the player using sound [8]; b) turn-based, Simon-style
game in which players are provided with the color sequences
to reproduce through voice instructions [14].

provide the context for the game [14]. In principle,
no primary game agents and no resources that
interact with the player or with the robot should be
only digital. Thus, situations in which, e.g., a digital
character is used to replace the robot entirely (like
in [27]) shall be avoided, as they clearly have bad
consequences on the RIF (1/2). As said, the use of
virtual objects for secondary resources (collectibles,
power-ups, etc.) or context agents is bearable.

A perfect, negative example could be a pong
game [10], in which a fast-moving virtual ball is
the main agent: player’s attention would be mostly
directed to that object, and the role of a robot in a
possible MRRG based on this design would neces-
sarily be minor. Another negative example could be
a racing game where the circuit is just digital: such
a design would ruin the RIF (1/2), as the circuit is
a game element that is meant to primarily interact
with phygital agents and is supposed to be capable
to constrain their movement.

A proper use of (visual) augmentation is the
provisioning of general system feedback and of
special visual effects. Good examples could be,
e.g., the use of visual MR contents to enhance the
emotional capabilities of a robot [28], or to give a
particular connotation or identity to the game agents
game (like health, available accessories, etc.).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we introduced a formal definition
for MRRGs and pinpointed the main challenges
faced while creating these game experiences. We
then provided a set of multifaceted GD guidelines
to take into consideration for dealing with the above

challenges, focusing in particular on approaches
aimed to maximize the central role played by the
robotic components.

The approach adopted is similar to those pur-
sued for PIRGs [5], with guidelines simultane-
ously proposed and validated through dedicated
user studies. Hence, in most of the cases, design
hints are supported by statistical and factual pieces
of evidence, which are reported in the referenced
literature works. However, like for PIRGs, some
of the considerations are based on knowledge per-
taining every-day practice that characterized our
exploration of this field in the last five years. This
knowledge includes findings based, e.g., on tran-
sitional experiments or feedback collected through
open questions or interviews with players involved
in the user studies, which were not reported in the
final version of published papers.

Hence, in order to validate the proposed guide-
lines, further work by researchers active in the field
will be required. For instance, even though mobile
robots are expected to provide more engaging expe-
riences, tests have to be carried out with other kinds
of robots like, e.g., robotic arms. Additional effort
should be also devoted, among others, to investigate
complex multiplayers, multilateral IPs, involving
non-homogeneous robots and robot swarms, as well
as variations on robot controls and HRI methods
that can enable safe interaction of fast-moving
robots and players. From the perspective of CE,
it will be particularly important to further inves-
tigate other types of AR-based visualizations and
their impact on RIF, as well as the acceptance of
possible, future scenarios in which service robots
carry out the task(s) they have been designed for in
MR gamified environments.

Despite these limitations, reported findings rep-
resent a synthesis of the most relevant experimental
studies carried out so far by the research community
in this field, which are expected to allow devel-
opers to create ever more enjoyable experiences.
Hopefully, motivated by this work other researchers
will join our ongoing effort and contribute at
widening this set of guidelines and at strengthening
their (combined) validation in both objective and
subjective terms. Results could then foster further
developments in the robotic gaming domain and
push the market of related CE technologies.
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